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Scan here with your smart-
phone camera to learn more 
about our Spider alarms.

You will need access to your Spiderdoor Admin in order to 
connect alarms to individual units at your storage location. 
(Spider support has to provide this to you). Before going 
further, please note that there are different colors on the 
alarm itself. Each represents the following:

Green means the alarm is searching for the 
gateway to connect. It will turn blue or red 
once the alarm has connected to your gate-
way. If you continue to see green, you will 
need to check the status of your gate way to 
make sure it has access to the internt using 
your network.

Red means your alarm is connected to the 
gateway properly. This also confirms that there 
is movement in front of the alarm itself. This is 
what you will see if you walk into a unit and 
you make motion in front of the alarm, it will 
turn red. It will also sound if the alarm is 
ARMED and attached to a unit.

Blue means your alarm is connected to the 
gateway and is armed and looking for motion. 
This is considered the ARMED state. It is 
waiting for intruder.

Scan here to view our installa-
tion directions for unit alarms 
and gateway setup.
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1        Alarms are easy to activate.First you need to make 
sure your Spider Gateway is plugged in and connected to 
the internet. You will know the gateway is connected when 
you see the Green and Orange light on the Spider Gateway. 
See below.
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Contact Spider Support
Support is available Monday - Friday from 9am-4pm EST
No weekend support is available
Email us at Support@Spiderdoor.com
(855) 556-9589

SPIDER ALARM GATEWAY

        Open the storage unit where the alarm will be installed. 
Select an alarm and write down the serial number that is locat-
ed on the outside of the alarm case. You will need to know 
which serial number is installed in the storage unit when you 
get ready to add alarms in your Spiderdoor admin later. 

For example:  Serial# 10003 was installed in unit 104A.

Once you have the serial number written down alog with the 
unit #, remove the protecting tape off of the commercial grade 
velcro and stick the alarm to the ceiling of the unit. Be sure to 
place it in the middle of the room. Be sure you see the blinking 
red light as this confirms it is talking to the network. If you see 
green after a few minutes, then your alarm is to far away from 
the gateway or another alarm. You will repeat this for all 
alarms being installed in units.

Note, its best to have alarms installed within 30’ to 40’ feet of 
another alarm. (The closer alarms are to each other the 
better.) This insures a good solid connection as alarms com-
municate using other alarms and they all connect back to the 
gateway.

        You will now need to login to the Spiderdoor Admin to 
attached alarms to specific units. Go to this link https://ww-
w.spiderdoor.com/individual-unit-alarms and watch video #2 to 
understand exactly how to connect the alarm to a specific unit. 

Be sure to go through all videos on this link as it will be 
extremely helpful for you to undertsand how it all works.


